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Each year the plants spring forth anew, 

Scattered far from where they grew, 

For seeds are travelers, you know 

Transported by animals, to and fro. 

 

 

In the last issue of the Beacon Lights the two agents of seed dispersal discussed were 

birds and insects.  This article will be a continuation of the same subject treating two other means 

of seed distribution, namely: animals and inherent mechanical devices. 

 To our surprise, we may discover in the plant kingdom many “hitch-hikers”.  One of the 

most successful is the cocklebur, which is an oval shaped about the size of a grape and covered 

with many hooked spines.  There are two interesting facts to consider in the dissemination of this 

seed.  During the process of ripening, these little spines lie flat and are covered by protectors; 

thus making it impossible for them to become attached to any passing object until they are 

mature.  When they are fully developed however, the protectors are cast off and the spines 

straighten, becoming rigid.  Very soon some animal passes this burr which is all prepared to 

“catch a ride”.  The journey may be a long one, for frequently, the rider remains nestled in the fur 

of the transporter for an indefinite period, and the goal reached may be miles away from the 

original home.  The other factor insuring plant distribution is rather unusual, for there are two 

seeds of different size within the burr; the larger will develop the following spring while the 

smaller remains dormant until the second year.  

 Quite similar to the cockle burr is the burdock, whose spiny fruit consists of thirty to 

forty seeds each armed with incurved barbs. While riding with its host it gradually disintegrates 

so that the seeds are scattered at various times in different places.   

 Undoubtedly, many of you have seen the beautiful yellow flowers of the burr marigold 

during July and August.  Their abundance of nectar causes them to be a favorite of the honey 

bees. In spite of its attractiveness and sweet scent, it is in reality a very persistent and annoying 

weed, which produces clusters of burr-like seeds.  Because the seeds are each armed with two 

teeth in the shape of a fork, they are nicknamed “pitch forks” or “Spanish needles”. 

 A less familiar “hitch-hiker” is the “puncture vine”, which is a roadside menace in many 

western states.  As the burr consists of two sharp spines, each about the size of a carpet tack, it 

frequently proves to be a hazard for automobiles, as it becomes embedded in the tires and 

remains a “passenger” until it is removed.   

 Certainly, you all can identify the common sand burr and the “stick tight”, whose 

projections make it possible for them to cling tenaciously to anything with which they come in 

contact.  

 There are many interesting examples of plants which distribute their seeds by divides 

innate such as the explosive type, or the squeezer, or the twister.  They have been created with 

internal means of dispersion and do not depend on other agents to scatter them about. 

 In Central America and the West Indies, we find a large peculiar specimen known as the 

sand-boy tree, which produces fruit about the size and shape of an orange. The fruit consists of 



several large cells, each of which contains a seed about the size of a bean held by an elastic fiber.  

When the fruit is mature the individual cell explodes with such terrific force and noise that it 

resembles the firing of a pistol.  Anyone within range at the time of the cells bursting may even 

become blind if struck directly in the eye by one of these expelled seeds.  One inhabitant of 

Jamaica who had just recently moved to this island was alarmed during the night when he heard 

shots in his garden. Because of the unstable condition of the government due to rebellion at this 

time the individual was much perturbed.  Immediately, the next morning, he searched for 

evidence of the rebel in his own yard.  However, he found no clue, until, suddenly he heard 

another shot, and turning abruptly, he saw the sand-box tree in action, seeds were flying in all 

directions. 

 Another example of the explosive fruits is the squirting cucumber, which is a small 

ground-like fruit enclosed by a hard outer rind. Within is a pulpy liquid mass of seeds.  While the 

seeds ripen, new cells develop just below the rind.  As this process continues, the pressure is 

constantly increased, and at the same time, the stem grown inward forming a cork-like stopper.  

At last the seeds reach maturation and the pressure is intense.  Pop! Suddenly the stopper gives 

way and a multitude of seeds come gushing out. Once again nature’s goal is reached: seeds are 

dispersed. 

 The witch-hazel bush produces woody fruits which open in two halves revealing a double 

throat, each of which contains dark bony seeds.  As the jaws widen, the throats contract 

increasing the tension to such an extent that the seeds are hurled to great distances, sometimes 

more than forty feet. 

 The “touch-me-not” is a small flower whose tiny banana-shaped pads when disturbed 

contract and coil up in a fraction of a second releasing its seeds at once.  The Latin or scientific 

name for it is Impatiens, meaning, impulsive, because of the rapid response to stimuli. 

 Perhaps, some of you readers would like to observe these things for yourself.  Wouldn’t it 

prove fascinating to see this type of seed dispersion? You specimen could be the common violet 

which explodes its seeds during November.  The violet capsule is divided into three canoe-like 

valves within which are numerous seeds.  As the canoe sides tighten, the contents are cast forth 

in succession, beginning at the tip.   

 Probably while standing in the vicinity of a pine tree on a bright winter day, you have 

heard a peculiar snapping.  Investigation will reveal that the cones are in action and the seeds are 

being released to begin new life- new generations of pine trees.   

 If we would observe and study these many amazing things in nature, which go on year 

after year and decade after decade, we could greatly enrich our lives.  Never should we consider 

these manifestations of Gods’ miraculous power and providence as “ordinary” or 

“commonplace”.  Let us take time this autumn and winter to investigate the methods of seed 

dispersal in our own vicinity.  Which types can you find? 

 

 “There is not a fruit or a seed, even of one of our commonest plants, which would not 

amply justify and richly reward the most careful study.” 

    -Sir John Lubbock 
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